
 

 

To: 
Fax No: 

Jess Luck Date: 20th November 2019 

PLEASE QUOTE REFERENCE No.  JB/19/970 

RE:  TRADITIONAL SEATING FOR DONHEAD ST ANDREW PARISH COUNCIL 
PLEASE CONTACT: 

Joanne Burgess 

 
To supply 2no 1800 Cavendish Seats- Heavyweight traditional all timber, European Oak (FSC 
100%), finished in two coats of dark oak spirit based wood stain 
@ £ 829.00 per seat 

 
 
 

£ 1, 658.00 

 
  GOODS TOTAL  

 
£ 1, 658.00 

 
  Carriage and Packing  (UK mainland except Scotland) 

 
£ 118.00 

 

 
Optional Enhancements 
 

 

To supply 1no Carved Inscription – total of ?? characters (£59.00 up to 30 characters + £2.50 
for each additional character) 
@ £ ?? per inscription 
 
To supply 1no Engraved Stainless Steel Plaque - 63 x 152mm, flush mounted and fixed from 
the rear with tamper resistant bolts, length of inscription 5 lines or under with no more than 36 
characters in any line  

@ £ 98.00 per plaque 

 
 

£ ?? 
 
 
 
 

£ 98.00 

 

 
Ground Fixing Options – priced per seat 

 

 

K1 M10 rawl bolts, (set of 4)  (to use with K7 & K20T) £12.00 

K1T M10 tamper resistant pin-in-socket cap head bolts, (set of 4)  (to use with K7 & K20T) £20.00 

K6 Concrete-in securing straps for Traditional all timber seats, (set of 2) £22.00 

K7 Bolt down securing straps for Heavy Duty Traditional all timber seats, (set of 2) £19.00 

K19T Concrete-in brackets for Traditional seats, with bolts, shear nuts and pre-drilled holes in seat 
legs, (set of 2) 

£26.00 

K20T Bolt down brackets for Traditional seats, with bolts, shear nuts and pre-drilled holes in seat 
legs, (set of 4) 

£20.00 

 

All prices quoted exclude V.A.T. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delivery - After you have received your order confirmation, delivery will follow in approximately 3-6 working weeks, 
although this may be extended at certain times of the year. All goods are delivered with full assembly and 
installation instructions, and items delivered unassembled come with all necessary fastenings and the special keys 
required. It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure that there is suitable access for delivery vehicles to off-load 
points. Delivery excludes off-loading, however our driver will assist where possible. The delivery will be 
made by a singular operative so suitable manpower will need to be available for off-loading and moving to desired 
location. Customers are always phoned in advance of delivery to make the necessary arrangements.  
 
This quotation is valid until 31st December 2019. We are currently reviewing our prices and will be issuing a 
new price list as of 1st January 2020. 
 

Stainless Steel Plaques 
Stainless steel plaques do not 
tarnish, so inscriptions remain 

legible and the plaque looks good 
for an extended period. 

Bronze Plaques 
(Not for Oak Seats) 

Atmospheric conditions will cause 

the bronze to mature to a dark 
brown colour. 

Brass Plaques 
(Not for Oak Seats) 

Brass plaques tarnish quickly and 

can acquire a greenish colour. 



 

 

We would be prepared to supply these goods to you on an account basis, with our invoice payable within 28 days.  If 
a contractor purchased these goods on your behalf, we would require payment against a Pro-Forma invoice. 
 
Seasoned European Oak is more prone to splitting, shaking, surface checking and warping than our standard 
timber, Iroko.  These characteristics, which are an inherent quality of this timber and are beyond our control, are 
most likely to occur on the larger sections.  It also has a number of small knots in it, so is not as ‘clear’ as Iroko.  
High build coatings are more likely to lift and peel on European Oak, so we finish products made from this material 
in a dark oak spirit based matt wood stain, which cannot lift or peel.  We do not recommend the application of high 
build coatings on Seasoned European Oak.  The condition of seats and picnic units, in particular, should be reviewed 
after approximately six months, and any areas of raised grain briefly sanded down with fine sandpaper.  If the units 
are re-stained at this stage it will improve their appearance.  The stain is inexpensive, quick and easy to apply, and 
can be supplied when the items are delivered, if required. 
 
Where FSC 100% is shown, 100% of the volume of the timber used in the manufacture of the product is certified in accordance with 
TT-COC-002310 

 
 
Please ask for 
Joanne Burgess 
 
 


